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Summary 
When it comes to safety, we have become ever better at measuring, counting, tabulating and 
monitoring. But does what we can count actually count? In complex systems, the predictive value of 
minor incidents is quite small (except for other minor incidents) and yet much of industry is obsessed 
with achieving low numbers of minor negative events. We sing ourselves a lullaby that we have a 
great safety culture because we can show a trend toward “zero.” 

Is there still future in the ideas that safety is the absence of negative events? That safety interventions 
need to target the behavior of individual people so that they comply with what others think is the best 
method to work? That people are essentially a problem to control? In that case, safety is mostly a 
bureaucratic accountability up, where we endeavor to look good to those who hold us accountable for 
safety performance—our regulator, boss, insurer, owner, client, industry peer, contractor.  

Yet the next day, we might blow up the plant after all. Or the mine, or the platform, or kill the patient. 

What if, instead, we imagine a future in which people are not a problem to control, but our most 
essential resource to harness? In which safety is not the absence of negatives, but the presence of our 
people’s positive capacities, capabilities and competencies to make things go right—despite the rules, 
despite the organization, technological glitches, resource constraints and multiple goal conflicts. 
Where safety interventions target the context surrounding people’s work, rather than boiling down to 
telling everybody else to try a little harder. 

In that future, safety can once again become an ethical responsibility down, a responsibility for those 
who do our dangerous and dirty work—and whose budget ultimately carries the human cost of our 
failures.  

Perhaps that is the ethical responsibility that we owe our people, our communities, and ourselves. 
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